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INTRODUCTION

Graffiti has been around for centuries. However, only recently has it drawn such wide-spread attention. Private citizens and public officials are outraged and frustrated by the effort and cost associated with trying to remove graffiti. Given that graffiti costs the nation $4 to $5 billion a year, it is understandable why it has been the focus of much debate. Legislators have responded by inundating the system with various solutions to the problem. Yet, despite the increased attention, graffiti still endures.

Section I of this Update takes a brief look at the background of graffiti and details the different types of graffiti and the motivations behind them. Section II examines the arguments of graffiti proponents and opponents. Section III explores the First Amendment rights of graffiti artists. Finally, Section IV analyzes the legislative and other various responses to the problem of graffiti, highlighting California’s latest legislative proposal which would have permitted the caning of graffiti writers. This Update concludes by suggesting that the most effective solution in stemming the tide of graffiti is to recognize the expressive element in the writer’s work through a combination of programs and laws, and balance this expression against the public’s interest in keeping property free from unwanted graffiti.

I. BACKGROUND

Graffiti is defined as “an ancient drawing or writing scratched on a wall or other surface.” However, graffiti more commonly refers to “an inscription, drawing or design, scratched, painted, sprayed or placed on a surface, without the consent of the owner, so as to be seen by the public.” Graffiti has existed for several thousand years. Yet, its popularity has exploded only recently within the past thirty to forty years, appearing on both public and private property, in low-income, middle-class, and affluent neighborhoods.

Graffiti artists, writers, or vandals (depending on one’s perspective) come from all racial, ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds. Graffiti artists often start writing at a young age, around eight or nine years. However, few writers above the age of sixteen practice graffiti because they may be considered adults and can therefore receive severe penalties and a criminal record.

Graffiti can generally be classified into three types: (1) gang graffiti; (2) tags/throw-ups; and (3) pieces. It is important to distinguish among the different types of graffiti. Each type of graffiti and its creator is driven by a different motivation. Therefore, understanding what motivates a certain creator is essential to controlling graffiti.

First, “gang graffiti” generally consists of primitive scrawls focusing on the gang name or symbol. Gangs use graffiti for several purposes: to mark territory, to insult other gangs, to warn away intruders, and to eulogize their dead. Gang graffiti in an area may lead to increased criminal activity and violence over defacement of such graffiti by others. Gangs tend to place graffiti on areas within their own turf. Only a small portion of all graffiti is actually created by gangs. It is estimated that gang graffiti accounts for only approximately 10% of the total graffiti in some cities.

“Tags” and “throw-ups” constitute the second class of graffiti. Tags are stylized signatures of a writer’s chosen street name or that of the graffiti crew with whom he paints. Throw-ups are larger names or figures written in bubble style letters, often multicolored. In addition, throw-ups tend to involve more artistic characteristics. The primary motivation of tag and throw-up writers, generally referred to as “taggers,” is fame and recognition. Three factors are important to achieving fame: (1) quality of work; (2) quantity of work; and (3) the risk involved in applying the graffiti. These writers also share two secondary values: power and rebellion. Due to such motivations, tags and throw-ups account for a substantial portion of all graffiti. Approximately 85% of a city’s graffiti can be caused by taggers.

“Pieces” are the third type of graffiti. Pieces are detailed, multi-colored murals that range in size. They are typically larger than tags and throw-ups and may cover an entire building wall. Pieces may be commissioned or done without
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permission. Like taggers, piece artists seek fame and recognition. However, they may also be driven by other motives, such as exploring and practicing their artistic abilities, providing a means of economic support for themselves, or using their work as a forum for expressing certain societal or political beliefs. For example, Keith Haring’s subway pieces represented one of the most visible attempts in recent history to broaden the public’s interest in art and to bypass the network of galleries and museums by which artists have historically established their careers. Due to the skill involved and the sophistication of pieces, they account for the smallest portion of all graffiti. Approximately 5% of all graffiti is attributable to pieces.

It is important to distinguish between graffiti writers who are driven by artistic expression and those who are driven primarily by the desire to deface property. These differing motivations form the basis of the argument between graffiti proponents and opponents.

II. GRAFFITI ART V. GRAFFITI VANDALISM

Graffiti invokes responses ranging from hatred to artistic appreciation. These dichotomous opinions illustrate the need for balancing the cost of the vandalism against the benefit of the art to society.

For graffiti opponents, those who consider graffiti to be vandalism, all graffiti is vandalism regardless of a work’s artistic value. Graffiti opponents feel that graffiti is ugly, invites criminal activity, indicates neighborhood decay and is done by criminals who should be punished. The opponents’ solution to the problem is to not only outlaw all graffiti, even when it is on private property or was commissioned, but to also punish severely all graffiti writers.

In addition, the opponents of graffiti correctly argue that graffiti is very costly to society. Both public agencies and private owners spend millions of dollars and countless hours trying to eradicate the problems of graffiti. However, most opponents’ contentions and fears that graffiti invites crime and neighborhood decay are unfounded. Much graffiti is done by non-violent groups and is present in upper-class neighborhoods as well.

Graffiti art proponents recognize that some works have extraordinary merit and deserve both recognition and preservation. Advocates further believe “that the motivation of many writers is not to deface property, but rather to express themselves or to gain respect by the only means that are accessible to them.” Advocates urge the promotion of commissioned works or public murals and feel
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that some offenders should be given an art education as a part of their rehabilitation. 28

These competing viewpoints give rise to opposing legal theories regarding the constitutionality of anti-graffiti legislation. Those who view graffiti as art believe that it falls within the protection of the First Amendment, while those who view graffiti as vandalism think its protection is wholly outside the First Amendment.

III. FIRST AMENDMENT CONCERNS

A. First Amendment Theory

The First Amendment of the United States Constitution states that “Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech ...” 29 However, the right to this freedom is not an absolute right to say or do anything that one desires. In determining whether to afford speech protection, courts must balance the government’s interest in regulating such expression against the promotion of a free marketplace of ideas and individual self-expression. 30

The protection of speech is also a fundamental right. In Palko v. Connecticut, 31 the United States Supreme Court characterized protection of speech as a “fundamental” liberty in part because “our history, political and legal,” recognized “freedom of thought and speech” as “the indispensable condition, of nearly every other form of freedom.” 32 As a “fundamental” right, the First Amendment guarantee of free speech has been “incorporated” through the Fourteenth Amendment to apply to state actions as well. 33 One rationale for why freedom of expression is afforded such special protection is the “self-fulfillment” theory, 34 which “emphasizes the value of free speech in promoting individual self-expression and self-realization.” 35

However, not all types of speech are afforded the same level of protection. The Supreme Court has categorically excluded certain “well defined and narrowly limited classes of speech” from the First Amendment. 36 The various cate-
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categories of speech can be viewed as if on a sliding scale. At one end, receiving no judicial protection, is speech that is of slight social value, such as child pornography and obscenity. At the other end, receiving a high degree of protection, is speech that has a high degree of ideological content, such as political speech. Defining what constitutes the middle ground has been a somewhat problematic area for the courts. Examples of the types of speech that are afforded an intermediate level of protection include commercial speech, 37 indecency 38 and symbolic speech. 39 Since graffiti writers choose to express themselves through actions rather than words, graffiti would fall under the realm of symbolic speech.

1. Symbolic Speech

Symbolic speech encompasses actions or conduct “which have as their primary purpose the expression of ideas.” 40 Since freedom of speech encompasses more than spoken words, symbolic speech can also be afforded protection under the First Amendment. 41 Since graffiti is a form of symbolic speech, graffiti could potentially be afforded First Amendment protection.

The Supreme Court has articulated a two-part test for determining whether conduct possesses sufficient communicative elements to trigger First Amendment protection. 42 Under this test, known as the Spence test, the conduct must have (1) the “intent to convey a particularized message” and (2) “the likelihood must be great that this message would be understood by those who viewed it.” 43

The Supreme Court has held conduct such as draft card burning, 44 sleeping in a park 45 and nude dancing 46 to constitute symbolic speech. Once conduct is deemed to constitute symbolic speech, the Supreme Court, in O'Brien, held that the symbolic speech may be regulated if four requirements are met: (1) the regulation was within the constitutional power of the government; (2) the regulation
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furthered an "important or substantial" governmental interest; (3) that interest was "unrelated to the suppression of free expression"; and (4) the "incidental restriction" on First Amendment freedoms was "no greater than is essential to the furtherance" of the governmental interest. This so-called O'Brien test subjects symbolic speech to intermediate scrutiny.

Courts have also held that artwork may constitute symbolic speech for First Amendment purposes. The freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment has been interpreted "to embrace purely artistic as well as political expression ... unless the artistic expression is obscene in the legal sense." Expression in the visual arts falls within the intellectual freedom protected by the First Amendment.

2. Public and Non-Public Fora

Consideration must also be given to whether this speech occurs within a public or private forum. Public places are historically associated with the exercise of First Amendment rights. Streets, sidewalks and parks are a few examples of traditional public forums. Other sites, such as schools and libraries, are considered semi-public forums. For the most part, expression is generally tolerated when performed in both traditional public and semi-public forums.

Where the expression takes place in a public forum, the regulation must not only be content-neutral, but also must not close adequate alternative channels for communications. In addition, it must be narrowly tailored to serve a significant governmental interest.

Where the expression occurs on private property, the court applies a less stringent test. The regulation must be content-neutral and not close adequate alternative channels for communications. However, it need only bear a rational relationship to a legitimate governmental end.
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B. First Amendment Theory Applied to Graffiti

Not all types of graffiti should be afforded First Amendment protection. Graffiti placed on private property without the consent of the owner would not be protected. In such instances, the government has a strong interest in preventing someone from damaging another’s property. Any regulation seeking to advance this goal would likely survive a rational basis type analysis. On the other hand, graffiti which occurs on public property or permissively on private property may be subject to protection depending on the nature of the regulation.

Since graffiti involves conduct rather than verbal expression, the First Amendment analysis must proceed under the realm of symbolic speech. Murals or pieces often communicate social or political statements and are highly artistic. In addition, pieces often reflect a sense of cultural pride. Thus, murals and pieces satisfy the Spence test because they intend to express ideas, and those viewing this type of graffiti understand that the writers are intending to convey certain messages.

Since murals and pieces arguably fall within a protectable category of speech, the asserted government interests in prohibiting these types of graffiti must next be analyzed under the appropriate level of scrutiny. The Government’s two main interests at stake in prohibiting graffiti are protecting the defacement of property and preventing “visual blight.” The Supreme Court has held that a city’s pursuit of aesthetic objectives constitutes a significant governmental interest.

Although murals and pieces arguably constitute speech under the First Amendment, the government also has substantial interests in prohibiting these types of expression. Whether the graffiti will be afforded protection depends on the method used to restrict the expression. Only regulations which are content-neutral, further a substantial governmental interest and do not close alternative channels for communication will be upheld.

IV. LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES

In recent years, numerous and varied solutions have evolved in an attempt to control the graffiti problem. While some private citizens have sought to promote graffiti art, legislators have primarily focused on intensifying the penalties for graffiti vandals. The methods of penalty can generally be classified into three categories: criminal, civil and other.
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Graffiti vandalism is primarily prosecuted under criminal mischief, malicious mischief, intentional destruction of property or criminal trespass statutes. Due to the young age of the offenders and the persistence of graffiti, a variety of unique punishments have been imposed and tested. The latest legislative attempt to control graffiti involves a "get-tough" approach using caning to punish graffiti vandals. A handful of states, with California leading the way, are considering caning legislation.

I. California's "Caning" Legislation

California Assembly Bill 7 ("A.B. 7") provides that "any minor who is adjudged a ward of the juvenile court for an act of defacing public or private property may be punished by paddling." The bill would allow judges to order up to ten paddle strikes, with a half-inch thick wooden paddle, in the courtroom, for an act of graffiti. The spanking would be administered by a parent if the vandal is a minor. If the parent's paddling is unsatisfactory to the court, the bailiff would take over.

In January of this year, the Assembly Appropriations Commission, by a vote of eleven to six, approved the bill. Although the bill later failed to pass a vote of the full Assembly, California's caning legislation advanced farther than similar legislative efforts.

Assemblyman Mickey Conroy (R-Orange Co.) first introduced the bill in 1994. The measure was inspired by Singapore's caning of American teenager, Michael Fay, for graffiti vandalism. This incident sparked a fervor of heated debate in the United States. At the time, the majority of Americans disapproved of the use of such measures. Today, however, there is growing support for such aggressive action. Many cities and states are reviving their interest in such
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measures.  
Caning legislation raises the issue of the constitutionality of corporal punishment. Such legislation is an extreme approach to handling the graffiti problem. The deterrent effect which this type of punishment will have is questionable. In addition, this type of legislation may actually result in the commission of more graffiti as publicity-seekers rush to claim the media attention such a sentence would bring.

2. Other Punishments

Other punishments imposed on convicted graffiti writers, either by order of state statute or through the court’s discretion, include: imprisonment, fines, community service and the revocation of the offender’s drivers license. Of all the criminal sanctions available, community service sentences appear to have gained the greatest acceptance. Judges are more likely to impose community service as a sentence rather than jail time or fines. Imposing community service as the punishment allows the writer to experience firsthand how much time and effort is required to remove unwanted graffiti. Community service also serves two of society’s goals in dealing with the graffiti problem: removing the graffiti and reducing the associated costs.

B. Civil Remedies

The foundation for civil causes of action is to recover the costs of the damage done to property. There are few civil causes of action available, and most are based on trespass and nuisance theories. Despite the lower burden of proof required for civil actions, the burden is still often difficult to prove and impractical due to the cost of litigation. For instance, an action in civil trespass gives a property owner a civil claim against a writer to recover the costs of the damage. In order to succeed in this action, the owner must be able to prove that the writer was on his or her property. Unless the owner has caught the offender in the act, this will be difficult to establish. Even if the owner is successful in
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his suit, he may experience further difficulties in collecting the monetary damages, such as having to collect fines or damages from a vandal from a disadvantaged background who is unable to pay the fines. 81

C. Other Solutions

Due to the impracticalities of most criminal and civil remedies, legislators and other groups, such as transit authorities and neighborhood associations, have devised different, more creative answers to the graffiti problem. Such solutions developed out of many citizens' frustrations over the growing problem of graffiti and tend to place more emphasis on preventing graffiti vandalism, instead of punishing it. Some examples of solutions to reduce the graffiti problem include: regulating the sale of graffiti instruments (spray paint and wide markers); forcing property owners to pay for graffiti removal; developing and using graffiti-resistant materials on buildings; enforcing curfew restrictions for minors; focusing efforts on immediate cleanup; and using murals and commissioned works both to promote and prevent graffiti art. 82

Of these alternative methods, using murals and commissioned works to promote and prevent graffiti art deserves special mention. Such programs have proven effective in reducing the costs associated with graffiti. 83 The murals discourage vandalism because such works are respected by other writers, who see themselves as artists as well and would not deface another's work of art. 84 Such programs also give graffiti writers a positive outlet for their work.

Both public agencies and private citizen groups have implemented programs which cover up unwanted graffiti with murals or commissioned works. 85 For instance, the Chicago Transit Authority ("CTA") developed a program which provides spaces for writers to legally display their work and compete with other writers for prizes. 86 The monetary awards include one-semester scholarships to local art schools and the opportunity to paint more murals. 87 However, for many graffiti writers, the real prize is the freedom to express ideas and gain the admiration of other street artists. 88 It is estimated that the contest has already saved the CTA more than $3 million in cleanup costs. 89

Those writers who seek notoriety will, if given the opportunity, be motivated
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to do commissioned works rather than vandalize. This solution strikes the delicate balance between protecting the writer’s freedom of expression and recognizing the public’s interest in keeping areas free from graffiti. The programs give writers a viable and legal alternative outlet for their artistic expression.

CONCLUSION

Murals and pieces are a form of expression and are highly artistic. The expression of one’s political or social concerns through permissible graffiti is consistent with the purpose of the First Amendment. Graffiti writers, most of whom are children, have few alternative channels of communication. No program or law will provide an effective solution to unwanted graffiti unless it accounts for these considerations. The use of harsher methods, such as caning, to deter graffiti does not strike a balance between the need to protect the expression of graffiti artists and the promotion of the useful arts on the one hand, and the cost and destruction to society caused by graffiti vandalism on the other.

Programs that provide legalized space and encourage commissioned works address these concerns. Private property owners should be permitted to commission graffiti pieces for placement on their property. Public or abandoned property should be considered for potential art space. By providing an outlet for artistic expression and a forum which showcases writers’ works, the incentives to vandalize are removed. More importantly, such programs are one of the few solutions to the graffiti problem to show highly successful results.
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